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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Despite proposing a number of algorithms and protocols, especially those
related to routing, for the purpose of reducing energy consumption in
wireless sensor networks, which is one of the most important issues facing
this type of network. In this research paper, energy consumption and cost are
calculated taking into account energy consumption and the amount of data
transferred to a thousand nodes through specific paths towards the mobile
sink. The proposed model simulated by sending various amounts of data
with specific path to know the energy consumption of each track and the
network life time with 250, 500, and 1000 bits. Cost calculated using various
weight for each track of these paths and the coefficient of movement time
and path loss factor and others related to the transmission and receiving
circuits. And finally, the results compared with a previous method it showed
the efficiency of our method used and calculating 1000 nodes with various
amount of bits to show the experimental results. Deep learning used to
remember each and every path of each position or nearby to avoid
calculation cost later.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) used in many healths, military and agricultural applications and
in monitoring land borders and others, especially in harsh environments such as desert, forests and rugged
places or the use of some of these sensors to predict earthquakes and hurricanes. So, their presence in such
environments makes it difficult to reach them for the purpose of providing them with the energy needed to
survive. The network has all its live nodes, and the sensors also differ in the type of data they transmit and
according to the purpose for which they were created were voice or image and other data.
Figure 1 shows movement steps towards the base station of sample network which follow changed
the radius: R is radius of networks, 0.95R, 0.9R, 0.8R, 0.7R, 0.6R, 0.5R, 0.4R, 0.3R, 0.2R, 0.1R, and 0.05R
respectively moving trajectory and kept other parameters unchanged. Those means BS is located to each
node from one to 1000 nodes each one located with its number towards BS which is before node movement,
then move 0.95 rates from R which is started from new location 0.95*1 for first nodes to 0.95*1000 to last
node, next move 0.9 rates from R which is started from new location 0.9*1 for first nodes to 0.9*1000 to last
node, pass throw 0.8R, 0.7R, 0.6R, 0.5R, 0.4R, 0.3R, 0.2R, 0.1R, and 0.05R with same scenario.
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Chain arrangement of send and receive packet from one node to its neighbor, packets collect finally
in BS Cluster for choosing by calculated threshold value for each node. Energy is consumed per node in the
operation of the node and also in the process of transferring data that increases its quantity in addition to
being affected by the quality of data increase and decrease, in addition to other factors, which include the
sink movement and constant of the path and the weight factor and the new distance, which will be addressed
in the implementation part of this research. When studying the topic of energy saving, we find most of the
research focused on the topic of energy conservation through the route and make improvements to it by
choosing the best path to reach the BS and in various ways, varying between choosing the most energy path
or choosing the closest neighbor node in the selection of paths up to the traditional methods of sleeping.
When there is no energy efficiency in it. In this paper, 11 movements were used for every 1000 nodes in
addition to the nodes in place before the movement, where the calculations for the energy consumed were
performed during the operation of the node and after its movement for the movements that we referred to
above to BS as shown in Figure 1, where data was compared quantities with 250, 500, and 1000 bytes of data
in each of the aforementioned transfers, where the cost and the lowest cost were calculated and their
relationship to the death of the contract in the specified time periods and locations and when you sink the
sink a static move taking into account the weight factor of the contract and the new locations of the contract
after each movement in addition to what was done. Calculate the remaining energy after each movement and
calculate the critical energy for each. The use of 1000 nodes and a procedure described above is considered
to be one of the first works of its kind in this quantity and with these calculations, which have arrived at the
optimum values for use when creating WSNs of this size and those calculations for optimal selection of them
when designing this type of network. Networks can contain one Mobile sink or multiple mobile sinks based
on size of network, then load balance is required among all nodes; finally power distributed among all mobile
node for each one mobile sink, also deep neuron network used to choose next path by train and testing the
past calculations to reduce overall routing time for overall network.

Figure 1. Random 1000 nodes topology
2. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
2.1. Background and literature review
Many routing protocol used for energy efficient in WSNs such as in [1], adding the ability of
balance the energy with enhancement in [2]. In [3] increase network lifetime for a multiple mobile sinks with
distance-aware routing have been designed and utilized in mobile technology are ant colony optimization
(ACO) or particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm; all protocols ant colony optimization for minimum
cost coverage on 3-D grid (ACO-MCC3D) [4] designed for deployment optimization, ant colony
optimization for travelling salesman problem (ACO-TSP) [5] for shortest path moving scheduling, in [2]-[4]
FUCHAR are centralized topology control ACO Methods based, moreover single static sink used in [4];
while single mobile sink in [5] to increase network life time; while all protocols are practical swarn
optimization PSO improvement [6] for balancing and energy efficient, energy-power management system
(EPMS) [7] to increase network lifetime, and variable dimension particle swarm optimization (VD-PSO) [8]
for path scheduling moving are PSO clustering with single mobile sink.
Shortest path used by many researchers to improve the power usage to decrease energy consumption
by network. Shortest path calculations computed to avoid obstacles by a heuristic path planning algorithm
presents with mobile sink in [9] using spanning graphs-based scheduling mechanism. In [10] author presents
shortest path with a Hop based energy aware routing algorithm to up to 125% from existing algorithm at that
time for WSNs also to decrease power consumption. Shortest path represents the most effective factor to save
power with respecte to other factors.
Furthermore, some literature tries to optimize the performance of the network in aspects of energy
consumption and lifetime by combining the particle swarm optimization algorithm [11], Apply efficient
energy routing protocols or algorithms is the solution of energy shortage problem in WSNs [12], which is
addressed efficiently energy and load balanced in [2], [13]. The selection of head cluster node [14] depends
on value of the threshold to be head nodes which is mechanism of PEGASIS. Also in [5] collect data from
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node to node then send it via head cluster to base station. In [6] chain is reconstructed to head cluster to
transmit data to BS in case of any node is dead. Wang et al. in [7] proposed to send and receive data to the
head cluster using the threshold value if selected value is less than threshold value.
Clustering technique [8] efficiently optimize the power consumption in WSNs by dividing network
sensors into specific clusters which depend on the type of those sensor, also in [9] clustering balance the
energy based routing algorithm EEMSRA while balance of energy consumption data collection [10] which
proposed TSP based best path routing for MS. In [14] prove the relation is increasing network lifetime by
increasing number of mobile sink number. Variant MS. speed and direction: random MS. trajectory moving,
static route moving as in [15], controllable moving as in [16], and [17] carry all types features using ETDC
by balance energy during data collection then send it to mobile sink.
Efficient data gathering [18] using cluster-chain mobile agent routing (CCMAR) choosing optimal
CHs by cluster head selection value (CHSV), optimal path schedule depend on both remaining energy level
and signal strength. Routing decision making among residual energy, traffic, and path length of nodes in [19]
applied Dempster Shafer evidence theory while unlike cluster routing protocols which has been proposed
in [20] for balancing energy consumption for heterogeneous WSNs, while in [21] mutually path and route
with various value of them.
Packet delivery Costs is reduced in [22] by collecting its neighbor sensors to find an optimal node.
clustering protocols vs. flat routing protocol are: required less resources, scalable, better energy consumption
and load balancing of sensor nodes, less packet overhead [23]. Some technologies such as Bluetooth, GPRS,
WiMAX, and ZigBee [24] implemented based on applications and data rate, distance, frequency band, and
power consumption. Routing protocol designed energy consumption sensing and transmitting data
calculation the energy consumption at each node [25].

3.

RESEARCH METHOD
The factors combined are influencing the choice of the best path to improve energy consumption in
WSNs, as the calculation of one factor without the other does not represent a true criterion for the feasibility
of using one technology without the other. There are many effective routing protocols used to improve
energy efficiency performance and network life by introducing various algorithms in calculating residual
energy. Directing multiple jumps to get from the node to the drain is preferred to reduce energy consumption
to avoid the problem of hot spots.
3.1. Network model
Model contains number of nodes connected to mobile sink with clustering design in general.
Proposed work implies nodes in sample network {n1, n2 ,….} arrangement as a circular shape distribution
each group of nodes belong to one head cluster depend on the distance from each other carry initial power
and sink velocity, nodes access mobile sink wireless any node within network with specific movement in
Table 1. Standard values used to calculate the power in each and every position which is studied with value
and unit for each parameter as listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Values of simulation parameters
Parameter
Number of nodes in network
moving speed of sink
Eelec: power consumption by Electrical components
L:Packet length
𝛼𝑓𝑠 Free space channel parameter
𝛼𝑎𝑚𝑝 Multi-path channel parameter
Path loss parameter
operational amplifier for Energy consumption
Eini:Initial Energy
packet sending time interval
Adjusting parameter (α) & (β)

Value
250,500,1000
Pi/5
50e -9
500
10e-12
0.0013 e-12
4
5e -10
0.05
5
0.2,0.5

Unit
meter/second

Jule
bit
Bit/m2
Bit/m4
Jule
Jule
second

3.2. Energy model
The Parameters α & β is adjusting to 0.2 to increase network life time as proved in [12], moreover
parameter 0.5 used later in to calculate cost experimental. Mobile Sink gather data describe method described
in Figure 1. The result of the calculation in the division of 4 is shown by (1)-(10).
a) Transmission consumption signals generation & its amplification which is according to transmission
distance and reception consumption used as in [26] is calculated for 250,500, and 1000 bits data packet
length respectively as shown:
New method for route efficient energy calculations with… (Mohammad Khalaf Rahim Al-juaifari)
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L. Eelec + L. α fs . dn if di < di+1
Transmit (l,d)= {
}
L. Eelec + L. α amp . dn if di ≥ di+1

(1)

where:
Eelec: consumption of electronic energy, αfs :free space model.
αmp : fading Multi-path model for long distance communication, di : single hop communication distance.
b) Network life time calculation in (2):
Network lifetime =

level of initial energy node i
node of enrgy consumption in each rounds

(2)

c) New energy after movement to calculate required power consumption after movement for active node.
New energy after movement = Ei – Mpc.

(3)

Ei: initial energy, Mpc. Power consumption after movement.
d) Energy consumption calculated after movement to next portion towards MS as determined in (4).
Mpc. = L. Eelec + L. αamp . dn if di ≥ di+1

(4)

e) Active remaining energy node after communicate towards MS. After movement in (5):
R.E. I =New energy node- ST. *( MCE.)

(5)

R.E. is remaining energy, ST. sink time “in case of movement location”.
f) Remaining energy of active node after movement towards MS.
R.E i = √

2
∑N
i=0(Ei−remaining eenrgy)

(6)

N

i: nodes start with 1 end with 250, d: distance from specific node to sink, di+1 : distance after movement of
node as in Table 2 listed in section 4. Other parameters assigned Table 1 in section 4.
g) Equation of cost with various factors.
Cost =min (α.(RE i ) 2 + β .∑nn=1 (weight i ∗ d MS newi )

(7)

dMSnew: distance to mobile sink with next movement. Where: weight i shows step 8.

h) Calculate Weight of node time to still alive
weight i =

Threshold node Remaining life time
active node Remaining life time

(8)

where RLi: is remaining life time.

i) Node remaining life time described as in (9),
𝑅meaning 𝐿ife time 𝑖 =

j)

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖
𝐿 (𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 +𝛼 ∗ distance toMS𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛 )

(9)

Threshold energy is calculated using (10) to choose threshold to choose clusters (10):
Energy threshold =

∑ EnegN∗Eresidental
N

(10)

3.3. Procedure description
Based on distance in [27] from node to mobile sink power is calculated required to communicate
with neighbor node to send packet to mobile sink. Optimal communication distance can be calculated by
enhancement of routing protocol of PEGASIS in [28] to increase network life time. There a lot of techniques
to enhance Network lifetime such as in [12] one of important routing protocol has been presented to increase
network life, it also discussed the life time of network with adjusting parameter, so that this paper focus on
finding the cost using nearly same parameters and procedure listed in Table 1.
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1. Chain initialization.
2. Mobile sink calculate the location of each node by sending request and receiving it to construct cluster to
initialize the head of this cluster.
3. By step 2 each particular cluster consists of number of nodes chooses by its locations, also energy
remaining for each node in the network. Method is calculating distance from node to mobile sink in the
network by the following: first allow for lowest distance to send data to mobile sink, second allow for fastest
replay time for equal distance, third allow for highest distance node for sending packet to sink, next allow for
minimum node power remaining to send packet to sink.
4. Calculate threshold value.
5. Go to step 2.
6. End step 2.
7. If Minimum node energy remaining equal to remaining energy.
8. End.
9. Mobile Sink now has optimal distance also nodes with less remaining energy.
10. Start next round if node dies.
4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Experimental results had been calculated based on Table 2 using selected position which covers
almost the different palces manually. Such as authors in [29] use duty cycling & data driven method to
overcome problem of matching between sender and receiver, which shows values of locations after
movement of nodes for sample network sensors as shown in Figure 1 to show movement of nodes to sink
node method in proposed work used to increase network life time is to deplete node power consuming
through different radius to center mobile sink. Later will usw these calculations to learn the network best path
to use it in next routing in network wihich exactly or nearby the selected position.
Table 2. Nodes locations to mobile sink
Radius (R)
Node
Movement
for Mobile
Sink

Move 1 Move 2
NR=
NR=
0.05 R 0.1 R

Move 3
NR=
0.2 R

Move 4 Move 5
NR=
NR=
0.3 R
0.4 R

Move 6
NR=
0. 5 R

Move 7
NR=
0.6 R

Move 8
NR=
0.7 R

Move 9
NR=
0.8 R

Move 10
NR=
0.9 R

Move 11
NR=
0.95 R

Simulation Figures 2 to 5 covers 1000 nodes range, packet=250,500, and 1000 bytes, same initial
power, and other parameters showed in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. Figures 2(a)-(c) shows the cost with 250
bytes, 500 bytes and 1000 bytes respectively also Table 3 shows the minimum cost with changing factors of
α&β using parameters in Table 1 and 2 to clarify its relationship with energy consumption showed in
Figure 4 with vary amount of data to be send along with location after movement for each node.
Figures 2(a)-(c) shows changing locations from one position to another and its relationship with power
consumption in each and every route from source to destination with various amounts of data. Large amount
of data can be applied also but the changing becomes clearly defined with mentioned figures.
Figure 2(a) illustrates that the node 797 began to die and so on ascending until reaching node
number 1000, as 796 is the last active node in this case with a card of 0.26472704, then whenever the energy
is increased to 0.0264728 the nodes live to the limit of node number 792. In Figure 2(b) a illustrates that the
node 670 began to die and so on ascending until reaching node number 1000, with energy is increased to be
0.529442598. In Figure 2(c) illustrates that the node 563 began to die and so on ascending until reaching
node number 1000, as 796 is the last active node in this case with a card of 1.0588774, then whenever the
energy is to 0.26472704 “same 250 bytes” the node 709 die and from node 1 to node 708 nodes be alive.
Energy of nodes transmitting various amount of bytes 250,500, and 1000 respectively with radius
distance based on Table 2 by calculating remaining energy and consumption power after movement.
Simulation results shows that the Mobile Sink y is near lowest remaining energy to increase network life
time, Figures 5(a)-(c) is calculating threshold values with various data transfer used by this work. Table 3
contains the cost with different life two adjusting parameters, impact of changing value is clearly.
Table 3. Minimum cost with variant value of α and β
Minimum cost with R=0,
α=β=0.2
0.000307

Minimum cost R=0,
α=β=0.5
0.003382

Minimum cost R=0.25R, α=β=0.2
with node trajectory
0.029286

Minimum cost R=0.25R, α=β=0.5 with
node trajectory
0.073216246

New method for route efficient energy calculations with… (Mohammad Khalaf Rahim Al-juaifari)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Cost of various data size to be transmitted; (a) 250 bytes transmitted, (b) 500 bytes transmitted, and
(c) 1000 bytes transmitted

Figure 3. Minimum cost in each number of nodes
Indonesian J Elec Eng & Comp Sci, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 2022: 365-374
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Figure 4. Energy of nodes transmitting 250, 500, and 1000 bytes

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5. Energy threshold value of different data size to be transmitted: (a) 250 bytes transmitted,
(b) 500 bytes transmitted, and (c) 1000 bytes transmitted
New method for route efficient energy calculations with… (Mohammad Khalaf Rahim Al-juaifari)
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Figures 5(a)-(c) shows that if the chosen value is less than the threshold value, it becomes the head
of the cluster, otherwise it is a normal node which collects data then sends it to nearest neighbor which
transmits data to the base station. Figure 6 shows network life time for energy consumption of node in each
round calculated after applying proposed method in [12] with only 0,025R, 0.5R, 0.75R and R with 300
nodes and 500-bit packet length. Also, number of nodes becomes decrease network round life time which
becomes stable after node 250 or nearby. Figure 6 uses only 500 bits to give clear indea and 500 is greater
than 250 and less than 1000 bits to give only genral idea about the network life time. Figures 7(a)-(c) in this
work extends of [12] with various packet length and 1000 number and nodes to calculate costs with more in
Table 4 location as sample of experimental results.

Figure 6. Network round life time 500bits per 300 nodes

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7. various data size of network life time with 1000 nodes: (a) 250 bits, (b) 500 bits, and (c) 1000bits
Indonesian J Elec Eng & Comp Sci, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 2022: 365-374
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Simulating results use link scheduling the packet by [30], [31] to improve network battery power by
schedule the data which clearly showed the importance of node locations towards of mobile sink. Later
methods and techniques as in [32]-[34] which used artificial intelligent to save power in distributed systems
by using different machine learning techniques to save group by learn network paths for each and every node
with this network. Improve network traffic performance and efficient path planning; also load balancing,
traffic monitoring and firewall used for established applications [35], by collect the training data using
Dijkstra’s shortest static path algorithm to generate a collection of static paths then testing data. The accuracy
of the training and testing in two-node constraint experiments and dataset size, beamwidth=5. Grid network
Training0.999, Testing 0.999, and 250,500, and 1000 datasize for our sample network.
Table 4. Results for time consumed per node constraint in whole network
Position
R
0.5 R

Throughput
1250.50Mbps
4350.2Mb

Congest delay
85.23ms
22.15ms

Delay
0.27.1ms
8.18ms

5.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the main contribution is that calculation of numerical cost to show the effect of
changing value parameters on performance of whole network as well as factors in each step required using
closely parameters in enhanced PEGASIS by presented and selecting specific position with various
conditions to optimize network life time. Eventually, the calculations used for finding better path, for send
and receive transmission data changing position to save power by managing transfer of packet; all of these
factors have impact on network life time. Deep neurn network could be influenced to solve the problem of
routing after learning the network path calculation to next to decided next route without calculations which
speedup network routing, also deep learning can support sequence prediction to choose next hop with low cost.
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